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Beverly Hills Diner 

"Going Back In Time"

Reminiscent of a 1950s American diner, Beverly Hills Diner has a vibrant

look with its bright hues and vintage decor. The classic car model seats

accentuate the entire setting. While the affable staff in pink uniforms will

make sure you are comfortable. Relish their huge hamburgers with

generous portions of fries. Wash it down with a milkshake of your choice.

 +7 495 221 7801  Nikolskaya ulitsa 10, Nikol'skaya Plaza, Moscow

 by stevendepolo   

Bison Steakhouse 

"Delicious Steaks On The Grill"

With its second place in 'Travellers' Choice' rating for the year 2016,

people at Bison Steakhouse might as well be steak connoisseurs, if there's

a thing like that. They have a signature dish called the Alternative Steak,

which needs specific expertise of cooking, along with a sound knowledge

of flavors, to get the best steak off the grill. The variety that they have is

something you should not miss: the tender Machete steak, the rich Ranch

steak, and the delicious shoulder of lamb, to name a few. Try the place for

a scrumptious serving of authentic steak in Moscow.

 +7 495 231 9282  bisonsteak.ru/en/contacts/steak-

house-lubyanskiy-proezd/

 Lubyanskiy proezd 15, Moscow

 by [puamelia]   

Frendy's American Diner 

"Delicious Burgers And More"

If you're looking for a deli-like setting where you can binge on burgers,

fries, and more, you should visit Frendy's American Diner. Tasty burgers

packed with veggies or meat patties and different sauces are served with

coleslaw and fries. They also serve scrumptious cheesecakes and

pancakes. With the unique quality of its taste being just like homemade

food, the diner ought not to be missed. The lively ambiance with the

colorful decor ensures that you have a good time.

 +7 495 917 4795  www.frendys.com/  Pokrovka Ulitsa 28/6, Moscow

 by Lindsey Gira   

Corner Burger 

"Gourmet Burgers and Craft Beers"

Corner Burger is one of Moscow's go-to places for a perfectly-grilled

burger. With a choice of over 20 different charcoal-grilled varieties, the

restaurant prides itself on using only the finest ingredients to come up

with innovative eats. Signature creations include the Who Killed Roger

Rabbit - a rabbit patty topped with Provolone and aioli; and the Athlete -

beef patty with sin-dried tomato, veggies and yogurt. The restaurant

features two sections - the bar and the dining area - each with its own

individual character. This is a great place to enjoy a great burger paired

with craft brews as you watch a game or catch up with friends.
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Corner of 2-ya Brestskaya,

Moscow
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